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Hairdresser wars not
nice, says man in hat
Fears are growing that the Village’s
long-running Hairdresser Wars have
taken a turn for the worse, after a spate
of unpleasant graffiti in the village.
Last week unidentified vandals
altered the lettering on the shopfront of
Ruby’s Hair and Nail Bar, to read Pubic
Hair and Snail Bar. “It’s definitely not
funny,” said Ruby Curry, who was in
tears when she discovered her ruined
signage last Friday. “Whoever did it
must be a sicko.”
Ruby herself was the subject of
accusations of vandalism the previous
week, when paint was daubed on the
shopfront of Lucinda Jane’s Styling
Boutique. “I mean really, what’s the
point of that?” said Lucinda Jane the
next morning. “It’s spoilt all my lovely
new white paneling. And what does
‘Our perms are pants’ mean anyway?”
These are the latest in a history of
events stretching over five years, as
tensions have grown between the
village’s 15 hairdressers and nail
parlours. Police were called in to
investigate in 2012 when five pairs of
scissors went missing within one week.

In 2011, a mysterious infestation of
gerbils in 14 out of the 15 outlets led to
angry accusations of sabotage aimed at
the newly-established Curl up and Dye
salon on the High Street.
Curl Up and Dye threatened legal
action for slander. It increased
customer throughput by 400 per cent in
the fortnight that pest control experts
were removing gerbils and rehoming
them in local primary schools.
“What worries us is that hairdressers
are very excitable, and just never know
when to stop,” said someone local
wearing a hat, who always seems to
have something to say on these things.
“Before we know it, a bit of graffiti
could have turned into murder, and
then who knows what.”
Local busybody Lorne Greene
echoed the concerns. “I hate
hairdressers,” said Mr Greene, whose
brother Eunice was hospitalised for
four weeks by a temperamental stylist
tackling his nasal hair. “They’re
ruining our village with their crimpers
and their fancy schmantzy amaretti
biscuits.”

Randy molluscs

Sex-mad snails
nuke housing
plan shock

The shy but horny snail Fruticicola
fructicum has been unexpectedly
discovered on village land by resident
Norman Forehead. The snail, which
produces a love dart during courtship,
was previously thought extinct.
Mr Forehead is an amateur
malacologist as well as a member of a
local pressure group, Don’t Build Your
Pesky Homes Here, Build Them in
Another Village (DBYPHHBAV),
formed to fight development of local
fields into a housing estate.
In just a few months, DBYPHHBAV
activists have revealed a bewildering
array of wildlife seemingly native to this
particular field and soil type.
Rare varieties of newts and bats, and
endangered horned dung beetles, blue
stag beetles, rare butterflies, dragonflies
and moths have all joined the party.
Local councillor Ruth Madasadog
said ‘I don’t know what’s going on in
that field. It’s not natural.’ Progress with
the application is on hold while
investigations continue.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
REFUSED

An application for the sale of
intoxicating liquor at the over 60s Roller
Disco has been refused.

RESCUED

Pharmacies in the catchment area of
Shadow of The Downs have reported
an 80% increase in the sale of Rescue
Remedy but are unable to confirm
whether this is attributable to
discussions about local schools
becoming Academies.

TRADERS FOOTNOTE

At last month’s meeting it was
suggested that tickets for local events
could be sold by a retail outlet but the
name of the shop would not be
advertised. This would mean that
potential purchasers would have to go
into several (if not all) shops before
finding the right one resulting in an
increase in customer footfall and
possibly an increase in sales for all
shops in village high streets. The
motion was rejected.
Shadow of the Downs would like to
point out in response to numerous
enquiries that, at time of going to press,
it has no idea where tickets for the Table
Tennis Bingo Night can be bought.

EDITORIAL CORRECTIONS

Shadow of the Downs would like to
apologise for the typographical error in
the last issue where local choir, The
Downs Singers were referred to as The
Downs Swingers.

Return of wild boar
By Jim People
Recent sightings of a medium sized,
cat-like creature seen prowling the
wooded areas of the Downs near
Dyckling, have been dismissed by local
farmers as “the sort of nonsense that
goes on in Cornwall”.
But it appears that the reports may
not be entirely wrong. Closer
encounters with the beast suggest a
large pig-like creature, “snuffling and
rooting about in a snorty sort of way.”
Not a wild cat at all, but a wild boar?
Wild boar became extinct in Britain
300 years ago but have been making an
accidental come back.
Feral wild boar, not to be confused with
feral pigs or pig/boar hybrids, are actual
boar which have escaped from captivity
and established small breeding
communities along the wilder parts of the
Sussex/Kent border, the Forest of Dean
and to a lesser extent Dorset and Devon.
Jonas Hargreaves encountered one of
the creatures whilst walking his black
labrador Sandy near the Beacon: “I
heard this snuffling and moving behind
me. I thought it was the dog but then it
snorted and I thought, that’s no dog.
Right then, it crashed through the
undergrowth and shot out in front of
me. It had big tusks and a huge snout

Editor: It is with regret that we announce
the loss of our reporter Jim People.
Shortly after writing this article, Jim was
attacked by a ‘hefty, hairy’ creature
whilst up on the Downs and has taken
early retirement.

CHALK ‘T’ APPEARS ON DOWNS
As Shadow of the Downs went to
press, Plopton residents were reporting
that a clear figure of the letter T had
appeared on the side of the Downs
nearby. “It’s cut deep into the hillside,
and I can feel a mystic power to it,” said
local Conservative Candidate Gerald
Blight. “It must be some sort of sign.”

The Dykling Flies

and I thought, I know what you are –
you’re a boar. I used to read a lot of
Asterix when I was a kid.”
Marcus Smith found the experience
more frightening: “I thought it was going
to attack me. It just appeared on the path
in front of me, walking in the opposite
direction and then it disappeared. It
shouldn’t be allowed. It’s a dangerous
wild animal. The Government should do
something about it.”
In fact, the Government has. In 2008,
the Department responsible for
Britain’s rural areas issued an action
plan for feral wild boar, a clear
indication that the population is
becoming significant.
The action plan concludes that local
communities and individual
landowners are responsible for
managing the boar but will offer advice
on, for example, the appropriate caliber
of ammunition for ‘management’.
The most sizeable known population
in Sussex is on the border with Kent,
but is it spreading, leading to recent
possible sightings on the Sussex Downs.
How will the local community cope
with a population of boars if they are
establishing themselves in the Shadow
of the Downs?
Have you seen a wild boar? Email us
at: info@shadowofthedowns.co.uk

A boar

Next issue: Defensive postures to adopt
if confronted by a wild boar.

Police uncover strange
goings-on at Bunker’s farm
Theo Bunker, a well respected
physicist and inventor who lives and
works on the outskirts of the Village is
under arrest today after a shocking
discovery.
A neighbour who did not wish to be
named explained that he was walking
with his wife at dusk near the farm
where Mr Bunker lives and works and
heard a noise that sounded like a man
either training or playing with a dog

coming from one of the outbuildings.
‘Theo always said he liked to be “in
the lab” at night, but we assumed he was
just a hard working eccentric sort who
worked when he wanted to in the
laboratory adjacent to his home and
office. We had no idea what he
was up to.”
Mr Bunker is awaiting trial. His black
labradors were removed and are being
cared for at a new home.

Riddle of religious rodents
Restoration and modernisation
work at the church of St Tristram has
been delayed by an outbreak of rodents.
Wiring for the new indoor heated
baptismal pool was found to have been
chewed through in several key places,
leading to the mild electrocution of six
members of the boys choir during their
evensong practice last Wednesday.
The ropes supporting crucial
masonry replacement work in the
presbytery were similarly damaged.
The masticated fibres carried raised
walkways and it is by the thinnest of
margins that the elderly flower
arrangers were not decapitated when
the ropes gave way.
Lay Reader Joshua Love, who
recently joined the 17th
century church said: “It’s
really very serious. I want to see
that
Baptismal
pool in full
bubbling glory,
welcoming new sinners
to Jesus asap. I shall be
praying that God’s mouse

traps do their job and the little rodent
sinners are brought to critter heaven
with all speed. Amen.”
Workmen in the church are at a loss
to explain the sudden explosion in
rodent activity. Reporting no problems
whatsoever with the resident church
mouse community, the workmen
blame a different breed of rodent,
pointing to the unexplained presence
of gerbils in the church. Reverend
Cuthbert Beauville-Hanthorpe
confirmed that gerbils had been
spotted but could not
explain why. He
said: “‘And the small
furry creatures
beshat the holy
ground; thereafter
followed locusts
and the darkness
of the days’.
Corinthians 12.2.
Perhaps God is
not pleased with the
modernisation
aspects of the
work,” he
pondered.

Pioneering scheme to tackle
growing village unemployment
Mid Shire Council prides itself on
leading where other councils have no
choice but to follow. Currently
grappling with an increase in Village
unemployment it has announced an
innovative solution: the Olivier Work
Placement Scheme
Councillor Bigbie explains that there
are many ‘resting’ directors, actors,
actresses and TV producers, desperate
to put something back into our
community. The Olivier Scheme takes

Some local actors ‘resting’ over tea

them out into the working world,
shadowing a qualified worker.
“It’s like a Youth Training Scheme but
our target group tend to be over 40,”
said Councillor Bigbie
Thespians and media folk have often
researched or played roles of extremely
well qualified personnel such as
doctors, vets, forensic experts and
barristers but in real life “haven’t a clue”
said Councillor Bigbie.
As Lysander Dale, a former extra on
Blakes 7 says: “We can
only run so many
theatrical workshops.
There comes a point
when a regular income is
needed.
“I’m more than happy
to understudy Shirley in
the Co op.”
Councillor Bigbie was
unable to give details of
remuneration but
confirmed it was likely to
be a “pittance”.
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PLANNING
MATTERS...
1.1 Construction of 20 metre wide
house on fringe of National Park in 19.9
metre wide gap between existing plots
destroying enjoyment of views for
almost everyone except those owning
new dwelling. Removal of border
fences allows 5cm each side to
accommodate floor plan, therefore no
side access but this seen as less
important than having maximum width.
Plans can be viewed at planning office,
but not much point as more or less
done deal.
1.2 Proposal to cram as many
dwellings as possible into small field
near prestigious college to North. 80%
of these to be 4/5 bedroom, three
bathroom, double garage. Remainder
to be affordable housing whose tenants
will be shunned and made to feel
awkward and eventually ill. Plans
complete but due to be handed to
specialist building compressor for
further optimisation.
1.3 Proposals invited to destroy
strategic gap to North and South
thereby allowing more or less complete
urban sprawl from Watford Gap to
Palace pier. Please send plans in large
envelope bulging with cash to the
planning office.

PLANNING NEWS JUST IN...

Plans for a New Town have been
tabled at a recent meeting of the Mid
Shire Planning Committee.
Fed up with the lack of co-operation
at local and parish council level and
given overwhelming evidence of
apathy among the majority of the local
population, Whitehall has earmarked
the area for a daring new urban
development.
Leaked details suggest a series of
developments extending immediately
north and south of the Downs following
the line of the current rail connection.
Simultaneously, another
development will run east/west along
the base of the north side of the Downs
turning the current ribbon settlement
into a new urban conurbation of
staggering proportions.
A competition has been launched to
find a name for the new city. Early
entries are believed to include the
following: Crucifield, Pointydycklicking,
Dyckthrustpier and Greater
Burgessfowldover.

�ountr�
JAUNTS
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With Jilly Sapling

Each month, Jilly takes a walk round
the village highways and byways
guided by a local custodian of
country lore. This month, farmer Alf
Screwtop of Blossom Farm.

johnmuk /
Foter.com

A hearty thrush was chirping
from a quizzical hawthorn bush.
Cycling down to Blossom Farm, an
April zephyr gently caressing my
wispy hair, I saw ahead
of me a rugged figure
clad in green
waterproofs, his earthgnarled hands
affectionately yanking
at the ears of his
beloved black labrador.
His wind-ruddened
face gleamed with
health, and his simple
face folded into a simple smile as I
hoved towards him.
I dismounted my bike and
extended a hand to this good
country man. “Good morning
Farmer Screwtop,” I said, adding
with all sincerity: “I have long
looked forward to our walk around
your fields.” I was particularly keen
that Farmer Screwtop should
explain to me the prehistoric origins
of his land, and the field patterns
that could be traced back to the acts
of enclosure in 1750.
He looked me up and down in his
hearty way, then looked at the cycle,
then down the lane I had travelled.
“That’s a fluppin’ public footpath,
not a fluppin’ cycle path,” he said. At
first, I failed to tune in with his
dialect, and the dry humour so
characteristic of old Sussexians. But
then, as I looked again at that
deadpan simple face, I realised my
silliness and laughed gaily.
“Take your fluppin bicycle, and
flup off my fluppin land,” he
growled, mischievously. And with
that, and a cheery whistle to his
faithful hound, he turned and was
gone. The descending January
drizzle embraced him back into the
earthy bosom of the Downs.

EXPOSÉ

The secret society:
blessing or curse?
What do we mean by secret societies?
Shadow of the Downs lifts the lid on one
such society in our neighbourhood,
the Priory.
We meet Mr D, who has reluctantly
agreed to speak to us. Should any
member speak to anyone outside the
membership they risk an ancient curse
being placed on them. We are assured
this is no empty threat. In 1972, one
such “informer” was expelled from the
society and forced to live in
Burgess Hill.
Mr D told us that the
society started in the
middle ages. Life was hard.
Bandits roamed the
countryside beating the
weak and stealing their
possessions. Individuals realised they
would be better off organising their
defence as a group, even if it meant
putting up with each others’ vile stench.
As the bandits retreated, the group
remained poised for action, but with
nothing to do.
The society elders steered the
membership towards preserving the
existing ways of life. These aims
included maintaining a happy place to
live, providing a welcome to those who
were wealthy and wished to live in the
neighbourhood, and repelling those
who were not wealthy whether they
lived there or not. Secret societies all
over the country, and probably all over
the world, often share these simple

objectives no matter what else they
claim to stand for.
But what of the Priory’s role in the
modern world? Mr D expained that the
activities the society engages in are
beneficial for all, but refused to expand
on what these activities were, as they
were essentially covert. When pressed
Mr D retorted angrily that the society
knew what was best for the area, and
who was anyone outside the group to
say any different?
After a glass of water, he
apologised for his outburst
and admitted that the
tension of the last few
weeks’ activities had been a
burden. The other society
members had all gone
skiing and he alone had had to act in
their absence. He revealed that mostly
the Priory members were media types.
We asked how members were
accepted into the society and were told
that this was a secret. Mr D added that
if you sought membership you were
wasting your time. It could only be
granted by invitation. Mr D was in fact
the only member with local ties of any
kind. He had been allowed to remain a
member to take the minutes of
meetings and to identify existing
residents to the newer wealthier
members.
At this point of the interview, Mr D.
shot up like a startled rabbit, tore off his
microphone, and ran off.

Mr D shot up
like a startled
rabbit
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“MY LIFE”
The real life stories behind our local
tradespeople and service suppliers
THE BREATH COACH

“People phone up and ask – how much
does it cost to have a session with you,
but I say, before I answer that you
should know something about me.
I’m very comfortable talking about my
journey and how I came to find my
vocation. I think it helps people to know
that journeying isn’t a taboo subject and
even their Breath Coach can talk about
it. Actually, I prefer Breathing Guide but
people didn’t really get the nuance.
I was in advertising for ten years but
let me tell you, ten years in advertising
is like 12 in anything else. It’s full on. No
quarter asked, no quarter given. I was
maxing top teen brands – seriously you
name it, I made it a household name –
‘Sick Hi Tops’; ‘Louis Spence man bags’;
‘F@& Yeah’ tops – you ask your kids
they’ll know. ‘Teen It Topical Spot-zap’
that was another one.
It was all crash, mad, wow, hell of a
ride but one day, you know, one day I
just stopped and there it was.

MOTORING
Rod Roidrage takes a critical look at the
new cars best suited for exploring our
beautiful lanes and countryside
FORD STALLION 44 TERRAIN
TRASHER

I don’t care what anyone says, but you
can’t be too careful protecting your
family. There are whackos out there, and
no one should feel safe taking the little
angels to school unless they’re encased
in sheet steel four feet above the ground
on tyres as big as barrage balloons and
a lump that can blast you from the

So of course after that well, you can’t
just pretend something like that hasn’t
happened and so I was like – ok, lets see
where this leads and it turns out, it lead
to this village.
People think – middle of the
countryside, fresh air everywhere how
hard can it be to breathe but let me tell
you – it’s hard. Most people go through
life barely breathing, barely scrape the
surface of the breath experience and
that’s where I come in.
That’s where my journey lead me and
that’s what they need to know before I
answer questions about what is a Breath
Coach, or how much does it cost, or
what the hell is the point of that?
People need to know who I am before
they can begin to know who they are –
do you know what I mean?
So yeah – here I am. Its £150 by the
way, for a first consultation.”
THE POSTAL WORKER
“I had a nervous breakdown. Its not
called that anymore is it – called
something else now but that’s what we
used to call it in the old days. Couldn’t
cope with stress and stuff. Doctor said I
needed lots of exercise and fresh air and
so I became a postman.
No, I don’t talk about it – nothing to
say is there?”

stickiest of danger zones. Charging
through the village, it was clear that the
new Terrain Trasher scores on all those
points. I could see the joy in my little
ones’ terrified eyes. Result.

NISSAN VERUCCA PLUS 8

I don’t care what anyone says, global
warming is baloney and you can’t
have enough horsepower per wheel if
you want to get out of those tricky
puddles and potholes that appear each
time there is an entirely normal and
extended period of flooding and recordbreaking rainfall.
The sexy Verucca has eight fabulous

Went out with
my silver surfer
last night

Ooh yes. How
did you get on?

Oh he’s charming.
Very sophisticated.

But isn’t it a nuisance
when they want it?

wheels soaking up the 800 horsepower
generated by the silky V10 engine, and
ride’s so smooth you don’t even feel the
kerb as you climb the High Street
pavements to part the pedestrians.
Result.

ROCK ROVER TERMINATOR 4.5

I don’t care what anyone says, cyclists
are the tree-hugging spawn of the devil,
and need to learn some consideration
for other road users. So respect to the
the Terminator’s all-round anti-bike
bumper, designed to ping even the most
aggressive spandex-clad peddle pusher
into the bushes. Result.

�s�
ANNIE
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Ask Annie - how to
avoid gaffs in any social
situation!
Dear Annie – My
husband and I have
been asked to dinner by
the parents of a girl
whom our daughter
has befriended.
Unfortunately, they live
on the less desirable
side of the village and we are at a loss
as to what excuse to offer for non
attendance.
Yours, Penelope (and Guy)
Dear Guy (and Penelope),
Say you are moving and if that
doesn’t do it - move!
Dear Annie – At a dinner party last
week my husband referred to his
napkin, as just that, a napkin, only to
be corrected by a fellow diner that it
should be called a serviette. Can you
advise which is correct.
Yours, Amelia
Dear Amelia,
What tosh! Refuse further
invitations and if forced to eat with
them again, then take kitchen roll,
that’ll learn ‘em!
Dear Annie – Standing at the gates of
the playground last Monday, it
became clear from the conversation,
that the three “friends” I was chatting
with had all been to dinner at a
fourth friend’s at the weekend, to
which we hadn’t been invited. My
husband says I’m being over
sensitive, but I am very hurt to have
been excluded and feel we obviously
weren’t wanted. What is your
opinion and how should we proceed?
Yours, Ruby
Dear Ruby,
Your husband is wrong and you are
right, you clearly weren’t wanted.
How to proceed? Subscribe to a
DVD loan company and stock up
for the weekends.

Gastronomy made easy
With Tipsy Prymate

It really is easy to get complacent on the
kitchen table and churn out the same old
pork day in, day out, no variety, no
experimentation, no spice. Careful, or
they’ll stray to the chickens out there!
If you’re cheesed off with chops, bored of
bacon, weary of ribs, if it’s all getting a
little too vanilla, fear not – help is at hand.
Our top food writer Tipsy Prymate, will
steer you through a range of exciting,
innovative and applause-worthy dishes to
use up all that pig meat stored in your
freezer to roaring acclaim.
Tipsy’s new series starts today with
“Reinvent the Classics”!

We’ve all heard of the classics; the more
competent among you may have
cooked them; some of us have eaten
them in the gastronomic pleasure
domes of our time. Now it is time to
reinvent them.
It is all too easy to stay within strict
lines of culinary creation – mint
goes with lamb, vin goes
with cock, lemon goes
with gin, butter goes
with toast, white
goes with fish, ice goes
with gin, tonic
goes with
gin, but

these are the straightjackets of true
gastronomic invention. If you want to
startle your spouse, cheer up the
children and nettle your neighbours
then its time to reinvent the classics.
Here’s what to do:
1. Take a classic recipe – use fresh
where you can find it, but anything off
Google will also be fine.
2. Print it out big enough to be able to
read it.
3. Substitute the main ingredient with
pork.
Voila – it really is that simple! Here are
some I prepared earlier.
• Beef Bourguignon – a la pork
• Pork and Chips
• Pig in a basket
• Pork and Kidney Pie
• Pork Wellington
• Pork Roly Poly
• Pork Nicoise
• Pork and Tonic
• French Pork soup
• Parmentier Pork
•
Pork Tatin
• Bloody Mary
Next edition:
Bacon Bon
Bouche and other
porking nibbles

Advertisement

Welcome to The Fleece
A warm welcome awaits at The Fleece, set in the heart of the South Downs
National Park here in Sussex. A place where walkers, cyclists, local
celebrities and village drunks can meet to chat over a few drinks before
shelling out for our ridiculously overpriced food.
Our staff will look after you from the
moment you arrive until we’ve taken
your last penny. Here is a selection
from our menu:
Chips (seven chips beautifully stacked
in a bowl) £5
Burger (not yet DNA tested beef served
in a stale bun) £12
Lasagne (untraceable meat product,
Béchamel) £12
Hake gougons (fish fingers) £10
Sausages and mash (more meat of
dubious origin) £12
Wine by the glass (pricier than a whole
bottle from the offy)
Harveys (served cold just how you don’t
like it)

Come and visit us soon, we’d love to fleece you. www.fleece@ripoffpubs.com
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Good
morning

Good
morning

I don’t think we’ve
met before. Welcome to
our village.

And
where did you
live before you
came here?
Thank
you. It’s very
nice to meet
you

Burgess
Hill.

Goodbye.

Advertising feature

Ego massage for the filthy rich
• Complacency levels low?
• Stocks and shares taken a battering?
• Not feeling quite as smug as last year?
Don’t feel lost. Come on in, relax and
luxuriate in our newly built egodome.
Our highly trained team will expertly
massage your ego back to pre-credit
crunch heights.
Call in now and benefit from this
month’s special offer: how to beat the
winter blues and feel good about moving
to the country again.
Our tried and tested programme will

leave you brimming with renewed
enthusiasm for the special place you’ve
moved to.
Key points of the course include:
• Positive mantra recall: “Isn’t this such
a great place to live, aren’t we lucky?”
• Negative memory recycling:
remember how you escaped the
brutalisation of urban sprawl and fear
of gang-related stabbings
• Happy horizon thinking: release the
stress and enjoy blue sky moments on
your walks with your black lab
• Financial recalibration: learn not to be

ashamed of the fact you have a final
salary pension. Remember: you’re
alright Jack!
New course coming soon: The pure joy of
your annual ski trip worn off? We’ll help
you with strategies to cope. Remember,
you can afford it. That makes you special.
We’ll soon put the swerve back in your
schüβ and the swagger back in your
slalom while revitalising the glow of your
Glüwein.
Contact: egodome@thevillage.co.uk

Take a break...
Dying for a cup of tea
Throw a six to start…

Start

You open the fridge having
made a nice cup of tea to find
the kids have taken the last of
the milk. You’ll have to go to
the shop to get some.

You drive up the road. At the
church you remember the
road is closed. Causing a
small tailback someone hoots
you. You stick your fingers up,
only to realise it’s your next
door neighbour waving. You
turn round.

Travelling in the
wrong direction for
the shop you
nevertheless
continue. You pull
up behind a dust
cart, and can’t get
past.

GO BACK TO START.

MISS A TURN

A break in traffic allows
you to scream past,
gesticulating wildly but
feeling free as a bird. You
come face to face with
the on call fire engine,
and have to pull over.
GO BACK TWO
SPACES

You finally arrive at the village
shop. You fight past the
biddies comparing best value
fruit to the fridge: just one four
litre bottle of skimmed milk.
You join the end of the queue.

You explain you are in a
tearing hurry, and run away.
Now you are making progress!

You pull into the car park. As
you try to set the ridiculous
time of arrival clock, an
acquaintance taps on your
window for a quick chat.

MISS A TURN

GO FORWARD ONE SPACE!

GO BACK A SPACE

Nearing the front of the queue
you realise that the server you
are likely to get is the really
slow one. You pretend to
survey the wine thoughtfully
whilst the person behind slips
through.

Bad luck. Two
people slip
past you and
now you are
bound to get
the slow
server again.

You finally leave with the milk
you didn’t really want to buy
but at least you can now have
a cup of tea. You get back to
your car to find a parking
ticket on: you’d forgotten to
display your clock.

GO BACK ONE SPACE

MISS A TURN

MISS A GO

Finish

You finally get home with the
milk to make some tea. A
“Sorry you weren’t in” card is
on the mat and tells you you
have to collect your package
from the the Tunbridge Wells
depot.
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SHADOW LOVE
Woman (55) Slightly overweight. Seeks
man of similar outlook for short walks,
eating out, eating in etc. (box 244)
Woman (23) five children, part time pest
controller, seeks company of man for
friendship, possibly more. Can you fix my
shower? Free Wednesday afternoons.
(box 245)
Golden girl (74) Rich (box 246)
Woman (38) No kids. Likes kids. WLTM
man with good swimmers. (box 247)
Micky (34) Originally from South London,
likes body building, protein supplement
and cage fighting. WLTM girl 25-35. Can
meet anytime but tag starts recording
9PM. (box 255)
Dave (55) Ex Navy. Falklands, Gulf 1990.
Unused to women. Might be in wrong
column. (box 01)
Timmy (24) I’ve lived here for all my life.
Won the doubles tennis tournament in
2006 and nearly went to Australia but
decided to stay to find right girl.
Unemployed but have sent over 2000
letters looking for work. I’m a great laugh.
What have you got to lose? (box 02)
Phil (41) (Known to friends as flaccid Phil)
Looking for understanding girl to share
love. Must have patience of saint (box 03)

Overheard conversations
from passing cyclists
no 236
... never even offered me a refund so I
told him where he could stick his
bagless vacuum and its extensive range
of attachments and blow me he only...
no 237
...whereas Jung believes that the
subconscious, or unconscious as he
called it, was an expression of
spirituality and creativity rather than...

So where exactly is Ile de Ré?

Shadow of the Downs

Shadow of the Downs is produced by local people. Any resemblance to life and
folk in Mid Sussex villages is entirely intentional. If you have comments, letters, or
articles for consideration contact us at info@shadowofthedowns.co.uk.
Download copies at our website www.shadowofthedowns.co.uk
Follow us on Twitter @BlackLabSod

Property
SPOTLIGHT
THIS MONTH:
LITTLE BUCKINGHAM PLACE
This medieval property, listed in the
Domesday book, is nestled in the
heart of the Village. With seven
bedrooms, all ensuite, the property
comes complete with its own
paddock, ponies and indoor
swimming pool.
It’s quite the des res, but only for
those who can afford it.
An ideal spot for an aspiring young
family, with nearby Ace Academy
providing the perfect launch pad for
the young ones.
Sit back and soak up local village
life safe in the knowledge that you are
a stone’s throw from all major arteries
of communication and can jet off to
warmer climes with minimal delay.
Outside, relax in the wonderfully
designed and landscaped three acre
garden, complete with generous lines
of leylandii carefully planted to keep
out the prying eyes of inquisitive
locals.
Add to this a narrow stretch of land
at the far north of the property with
extant planning permission for up to
20 houses and you have a perfect
investment that ticks all the boxes.

CLASSIFIEDS
HOMES WANTED

Good homes wanted for
Gerbils. All ages, all genders.
Free. Help yourself.
PO BOX 37

PROPER HAIRCUTS

Latest Paris techniques
brought all the way from
London by our highly trained
specialist cutters and
colourers. Don’t settle for
second best and risk looking
like a poodle.
Book now for your free
consultation with our highly
skilled, seasoned experts who
know how to cut hair without
making you look like a lavvy
brush – unlike some we could
mention.
CUTZ on the High Street.

NEW BOOK CLUB

Do you feel intimidated by the
village book clubs? Too East
for the West Club? Too
lowbrow for the East? Then
come along to my house to
read whatever we fancy and
not be embarrassed about
sounding out of place. Viv23@
gmail.com

MMMMM DELICIOUS

This week at Henry’s Salad
Bar we have a tantalising
range of homemade soups for
you.
Monday – stilton, cranberry
and carrot
Tuesday – venison offal and
orange
Wednesday – walnut, brie,
apple and chicken

Thursday – cream of tomato
Friday – stilton, cranberry,
carrot, venison offal, orange,
walnut, brie and chicken.

BANGING GOOD
BOOK CLUB

We’re reading 50 Shades,
again, and we don’t care who
knows it! Bring a bottle and an
open mind. No lads. No
handcuffs.

NEW SPECIALIST BOOK
CLUB LAUNCHING

If you’re the sort of person
who is stimulated by literature
and wants to share your
insightful and intelligent
observations about underlying
themes and imagery; if you
despair at the drivel on the

bestsellter list; if you live on
the East side of the village,
then you may enquire about
membership to our book club.
Starting with The
Phenomenology Of The Mind
by G.W.F Hegel, we will move
through the great intellectual
works of the last century,
pausing to nod at Dostoevsky,
sojourning briefly with Mr
Joyce, reacquainting with
Kipling and languishing rather
too long with Ayn Rand, on
our journey through the minds
that shaped our thoughts
today.
Membership is limited to
those able to make an
informed contribution. PhD
and above preferred.
Enquiries to PO Box 32

